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PLEASE STAND BY FOR REALTIME CAPTIONS.

The time is 9:03 a.m. We begin with the rollcall. Tom Mason.

David alders.

Scott Coleman.

Robert Florez.

Bridgette Henderson

Judy Olson.

Jennifer Winston

Tran02

For the administrative team I have listed Gordon. Damon Eric. Gina ogles be. Steve Willard. Sherry feels.
Anthony Espinoza. Danica lat

Ryan IV. Jill still. Steve Westbrook.

That is quite a kingdom.

First order of business campus partnership. Doctor Gordon.

If you want to bring that to us. We have the relish campus partnership items up first on my list.

I always defer to you sir.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. We are bringing to you an opportunity with collaboration between the Texas AME M
and M system and Stephen F Austin State University. With academic partnership located at the Rellis campus on
the A&M campus. Most of you all may be aware of where it is. If not it is on the western side of Bryan College
Station outside of the Bryan area. It is on Highway 21. We pass it quite often. This is an opportunity to deliver
some specific classes as a partner in the group. The A&M system has different system schools. Offering classes
through that. We will extend the opportunity to participate particularly in the college [Indiscernible]. It is a great
opportunity in my view for us to diversify. Our opportunities to offer education and then also to participate with
those groups. We will be participating as the other system schools do. Months maintaining our independence.
This is somewhat similar to an investment arrangement with the Texas A&M system. We participate. Yet we are
still independent. What we have been requested to do is to set our tuition and fees at the same level that other
participating partners do. Make sense to me financially. In my view this is likely a group of students that we
might not get or attract if we were not a part of this partnership. So recommendation to you Mr. Chairman is for
us to follow the A&M system tuition and fee schedule. You will note in your action item that we submitted that
the fiscal year 21 cost for 15 hours is 4647. Ours is 5300. At that fix level. Our recommendation to you is that
we adopt the same tuition and fee rates at that other participating schools charge in the Rellis academic alliance.

Thank you. Do we have any questions?

I have one Mr. Chairman. Obviously we've got so many fixed costs. With delivery of a class on our campus. I
just want to know if there are any other costs. Obviously it is cheaper to use somebody else's campus. I'm in
favor of the motion. I want to find out if we were paying rent or whether the over overhead cost of the physical
campus come into the budget?
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I will turn to you for the background on the details.

April has my video turned off. Yes they have a standard agreement that they do with all of our systems. All the
other 10 schools in the system anticipate on that campus with specific degree programs. So you can see hours is
basically the elementary Ed early childhood through 6 degree. Specifically a partnership with Glenn college. We
believe it would create a direct pipeline. To your question about overhead, the only thing we pay instead of rent
and I like this model. I think we all do. They will keep 25% of the tuition and we will keep 75%. By doing that
they have a stake in our success. They will help us recruit and carry a lot of those overhead cost as well.

We will locate one faculty member there. Other than that we will be hiring a few adjuncts.

That sounds like a reasonable rental rate given the limited cost we have.

Any other questions?

Is there a motion?

I so move.

Is there a second?

I second.

Second Tom Mason. Any further discussion? All those in favor raise your hand. Any opposed same sign. Motion
passes. Thank you Doctor Gallant.

Aviation partnership program. That to who does that one?

I have that one Mr. Chairman.

The Danny show.

This particular program we are glad to bring it to you at this point. We worked on this as many of you know for
quite a while. We issued RFPs request for proposal to the aviation industry. We received two back. The firms
that responded were HCH aviation. And U.S. aviation group. I put together an evaluation committee that
reviewed all of the details within the RFPs. Our recommendation to you recommended. That HCH aviation be
brought forward. Mr. Chairman the administration's recommendation to you is that we select HCH aviation. As
our partner with the aircraft training program.

Thank you sir. Any questions regions?

I will love to hear Roberts thoughts on this. I know he is been very involved in it.

Thank you David. Yes I have. As you know we've been working with the group at the city on the airport and
trying to expand our capabilities at the airport. When I first got involved with this group it was very interesting.
It is a group of local individuals coming together that have a lot of insight and experience in aviation. I did have
questions upfront. I've spoken with the key people at the city as well as out at the airport at this time. They feel
comfortable with this group. And their ability to come in and start promoting. To give you a quick background.
These individuals the key is to try to bring the training to aviation and SFA. They are looking at it being a
stairstep approach. The first year they hope to have the 2015 to 20 individuals. That will come into the program.
It is over that four-year program they start leaving the program and SFA the instructors the students are being
taught the classes. They will become instructors as well. They worked they found a group that will help them
with all of the background keeping up with all the data. All the information for the student. All the maintenance
of the aircraft and so forth. From the University standpoint and no it is not a very large investment at this point.
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It is a commitment to work with the group. But I feel good now. We've already secured the plane financing to get
a couple planes in. Maybe three when the need arises. I am optimistic. I will tell you I went through it to some
degree. Because I was concerned. I was concerned if we could put a program like this together and have the
commitment at SFA as well as the group. Yes I feel good about it. The city is very optimistic. We've worked on a
area plan for the airport to do some expansions out there to accommodate these needs as the program grows. I
think our goal in the next 3 to 5 years is to have maybe as many as 75 students in this program coming through
it. I think it is good for the University.

Thank you.

I will answer any questions?

If I may to support the board we did issue an RFP request for proposal. And the valuation team evaluated both
proposals. HCH won the evaluation criteria and an objective systematic analysis. I just want to say that for the
record.

Thank you. Any other questions?

We have motion?

That is what I was going to ask the Danny covered it. Thank you.

You want to make a motion?

I will motion.

Is there a second?

Second

Was that Karen -- I'm sorry Judy Olson? Any further discussion?

Hearing none. All those in favor wave your hand. All opposed the same sign. Motion passes. Thank you folks.

The next item is the reallocation computer replacement funds.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. This particular item will bring to you was an item that was in our FY 21 budget.
Submitted to you in July. And that budget we have a dose Mac allocation propose of $750,000. To be used for
computer replacement. As you move into the year some priorities and IT emerged. That were more important.
That we had to address. And so what I request to you is in this process is to reallocate 200,000 of that 750,000 to
IT initiatives which include those items listed. Antivirus protection solution. A multifactor authentication
solution. Self-service password. Reset portal. In addition would use federal cares money for critical computer
replacements. The reason we bring it to you Mr. Chairman we are not asking for a budget increase. Since we
asked you to adopt $750,000 for computer replacement. We wanted to bring it back to you and request that
reallocation of the $200,000. That is our request that you authorize us to reallocate $200,000 within the Heath
budget. Within the computer replacement to the initiative just mentioned.

Do we have any questions?

Reallocation.

Is there a motion?

We accept this reallocation of $200,000.
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Moved by Regent Mason. Is there a second West Bank

All those in favor say aye. Raise your hand. Motion passes.

Charter school board authority.

Thank you. Members of the board you can see in the title It is changes some of the changes or updates to the
charter school board authority. The board established the creation as you can see in January 2008. If you would
look just below maybe to the third paragraph. This is of course page 7. The expenditure approval levels for the
board have changed for the University have changed since 2008. From 100,000 to 500,000. Some of the titles of
physicians referred to as constant positions are just title changes in terms of how we have relabeled the
personnel. And the titles of the department for example. It is the elementary education has changed to
elementary studies. Those are just routine updates. But the last under the explanation the last paragraph
describes what is a more substantive change. That would be we are asking the board of regents to give the
charter school board additional authority to approve the annual the audited annual financial compliance report.
Before submitting it to the Texas education agency. As you can see and that fourth paragraph it is required no
later than 150 days after the fiscal year ends. For example the January board meeting this year and 21 will be
after the 150th day. Other I think the University of Houston system has been given that authority. So that is the
substantive request that is in the recommendation.

Thank you. The main thing is just that versus having a special call regents meeting. The charter school board can
approve the audited. This is the audited report. Not just what they make up on their own.

That is correct.

We will get a copy of the report to the regions.

That is correct.

Any other?

I want to clarify the last point. The SFA Board of Regents will no longer approve that annual audit. It is not just
empowering the SFA charter board but also replacing our authorization to do that with the charter board. The
charter schools board. Is that right?

Yes

That is correct. My understanding is of course the board has every opportunity to review that of course.

This is Gina. I will still have the report in my January Board of Regents reports. You all will still accept the
report after it is submitted as part of my reports.

This is a functional change here. We found ourselves every year we end up scrambling to try to get a board
meeting together. So you guys can approve it so we could go on time. The charter board will approve it. It gets
to TDA without us having to scramble to put some together remotely. You still get to see it come January. The
only concern is not a concern that rises to the level of opposition.

Looking at the composition of the board, there is not it looks like there is not a lot of independent voices on that
board. That would be my only concern. If it is possible to allow down the road to allow for the appointment of
some independence and that charter school board. I don't know how to accomplish that. I'm not proposing
anything today. It is kind of an inside group pretty much inside the education department. It could be completely
that way depending on who they decide to choose for the renewable term positions.
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Who selects the auditing firm?

I was going to comment on that. We accept the auditing firm. We have a committee and we are under a five-year
contract with [Indiscernible]. We have another year or so. On that selection committee included Lisa Hagan who
is presidency of the charter school superintendent whatever title you want to call her. It also included since we
use the same firm for our NCAA agreed-upon procedures. The athletic director at the time. The purchasing I
think the controller was on there. It is University employees. And then I am on there. Picking the audit firm. It
actually gets reported to the Board of Regents. The audit firm is. We also have to get that firm approved by the
state auditor's office. They are also involved in it.

The language talks about the board is appointed by consensus of the existing charter board members. We have
that type of check and balance. You could be concerned about fiscal issues. Not suspecting anything. But just
structurally we need to have safeguards in place. I feel pretty good about this one.

Any other questions? Or comments?

Is there a motion?

I will make a motion.

Is there a second? One at a time.

I will second.

Regent Coleman. I see him down there. Any further discussion? Seeing none. All of those in favor say aye.
Wave your hand. Opposed same sign. Item passes.

At this time we will go to executive session. Under Texas education code 551.074. 551.072. At this time we will
go into executive session. The time is 9:23. Thank you all and we will go to that magic room. Right April? Click
your blue button.

Hello Charlotte

I thought I would just turn on my camera and let you see me.

[Meeting is in executive session] I will

Trying to count the regents. My screen keeps changing as more folks log in. Let me know if you are not here.

We are back into open session. The time is 11:24. Is there any action?

Is there any action out of closed executive section? Doctor Gordon you are muted.

There is a recommendation. The administration recommends acceptance of the invitation to join the Western
athletic conference effective July 1st 2022. At the president be given authority to negotiate the final terms and
conditions of the affiliation and sign the related conference affiliation agreements.

Is there a motion?

Yes Mr. President Mr. Chairman I would like to wholeheartedly motion that we approve this. We should have
done it a long time ago. I'm so tickled to get a chance to do it now.

Is there a second?
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And third by Regent Henderson. Any further discussion?

I want to say is I'm excited about this. It is an opportunity for stronger branding. Higher profile. When we look
at the financials there is an initial cost that is more than offset other recurring revenue increases that we will have
with this new fill affiliation. I'm very excited about that. Anything else?

Chairman I just add that the board frequently talks about its overall vision for the University. That is
academically for our students our faculty. For the University as a whole. This is part of that overall vision to
raise the profile of the University. And raise us up further. We will I believe the word is elevate. That is what we
are looking at in all aspects. I'm glad while we are working to elevate all parts of the campus that this is part of it
as well.

There is a song called level up. Don't watch the video. The word sounds good. Level up. Any further discussion?

All those in favor say aye and wave your hand. Any opposed same sign. Thank you very much. What we have
next is an announcement of committee appointments. Appointing under section 9.5 in 9.6 the rules and
regulations. Nominating committee. Scott Coleman is chair with that among along with Judy Olsen and Jennifer
Winston. We have an advisory committee we will reactivate. With scott Coleman as the chair. Jennifer Winston
Bob Garrett Henderson --

Asked members. We announced that and get the memos out. Anything else?

If not I will adjourn this meeting at 11:27 a.m. Thank you very much. Happy holidays. Stay safe everybody.
Thank you all.

[event concluded]


